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xnBI: 

Cloud native 
business intelligence

Delivering superior metrics and deep insights into 
your data, by consolidating databases across all of 
your operations and converging them into one data 
warehouse. Visualize your total business KPI’s with 
drill-down and drill-up capability.

Understand and visualize your data in multiple dimensions. Get 
insights across business segments and departments for a more 
comprehensive picture of what drives your organization.

www.xnprotel.com/BI

 Mobile-ready business platform 

	 Scalable	&	flexible

 Draw relationships between your 
customers & operations 

 Converge disparate systems to 
form one reporting platform

 Understand and apply your data

	 Slice,	filter,	drill-down	&	visualize	
data into many dimensions

 Identify high & low value 
performers by customer type

 Single or multi-property 
deployment 

 Leveraging Microsoft Power BI

 Web front-end 



A cloud native business intelligence 
system for the accommodation, 
hospitality and food service industries, 
assisting small independents through 
to multi-region operations.

xnBI provides a single reporting and analytics platform 
across core segments of your business, to show you 
company-wide views and trends to enable quick and 
agile decision-making.

Visualize and analyze your data, be it historical, 
current, or future. Draw relationships between 
different business units to get a deeper insight of your 
metrics, be that customer and guest-centric, revenue 
and cost basis, or transactions and bookings.

xnBI supports effective decision-making through 
multi-dimensional reports and dashboards.

Business Intelligence

Unified

Designed with both single and multi-property 
environments in mind and can run across multiple 
operating systems, browsers and mobile devices.

Optimized

An unparalleled experience by enabling scheduled or on-
demand reporting, exception reporting and alerts, drill 
down and up, revalue by different currencies, filter and 
segment, and much more.

Scalable

xnBI’s native architecture delivers a stable, high 
performing platform that scales from a small 
independent property to large multi-regional chains.

xnBI features:

 Centralized | single site through to   
 multi-property

 Multi-currency supported

 Advanced analytics and drill-down 

 Runs on tablet, mobile and PC

 Further querying and analysis to    
 Microsoft Excel

 Converge disparate systems to one   
 common platform

 Multiple data sources (e.g. pms, pos,   
 spa, finance, inventory, survey, etc.) 

 Alerts, KPI’s and exception reporting

 Analyze historical, curent and future data

 Learn cost and revenue trends and   
 optimize your operations

 Leverage the xn Data Warehouse (xnDW)  



Cost effective

Significantly lower your reporting and application costs, 
by eliminating disparate systems, and enabling a single 
reporting platform, scaled to your needs. 

Data tells you a unique 
story, yours.

Cloud-based reporting, analytics, KPI’s and 
insights on-demand.

Reliable

Built on Microsoft Power BI, an industry leading BI 
platform. Minimize data loss and enhance the quality 
and depth of your reporting, KPI’s and analytics.  

 

   Connected

Converge your data together in one central data 
warehouse (xnDW) to enable a single platform to report 
and analyze your data be that property management, 
point of sale, activity management, finance, and 
numerous other systems.

Simplified

Empowering you to discover insights hidden in your 
data. Find and share meaningful metrics and analytics 
with pre-built reports, dashboards and visualizations, 
built-in AI capabilities, tight Microsoft Excel and other 
integration. Be informed. Make faster decisions.

xnBI
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Xn protel Systems is a global hospitality management software company 
specialising in property management, central reservations, point of sale, business 
intelligence & activity management solutions. Our highly functional, cloud-native 
and open systems provide the latest technology and flexibility. They help world-
class hospitality companies in over 50 countries to optimise revenue generation, 
simplify service operations and enhance the quality of guest communications.

Our next generation, global solutions are robust, highly scalable, feature-rich 
and backed by outstanding customer service and support. Our dedicated team 
of highly experienced hotel, hospitality and technology experts work hard to 
understand customers’ needs and the issues they face. Located across our 
extensive network of offices in the UK, Asia, Australia and Middle East, our 
specialists provide the best advice, solutions and support to make sure customers 
meet the needs of local markets and achieve their business goals.

We are committed to:

Creating open systems: Working closely with our customers and 
partners we adopt industry standard protocols to break down traditional 
integration barriers. Creating truly open, flexible solutions that support 
guests’ growing appetite to be more in control of their stay.

Developing cloud-native products. Our newest technologies are born in 
the cloud. That means our customers benefit from the latest innovations, 
can take full advantage of mobile and achieve a lower cost of ownership.

Being easy to do business with. We understand the frustration that 
comes with unresponsive and inflexible suppliers. We’re not like that. And 
we don’t take our customers for granted. A customer-centric approach is 
in our DNA, from preparing quotations through to resolving support calls.

 
 

xnprotel.com
sales@xnprotel.com

Australia | China | Hong Kong | India | Singapore 
Taiwan | UAE | UK | USA | Vietnam

Visit xnprotel.com/offices 


